
1 Introduction

The ability to manipulate matter at micro- and nanoscales underlies the technolo-
gies that define our daily life at the beginning of the 21st century. Advanced
materials provide a foundation for other technologies to build upon, whereas
microelectronics and photonics provide computational power and high-speed
communication, respectively. This ability to control and engineer matter at the
smallest scale also opens up new frontiers on the fundamental levels of physics,
chemistry, and life sciences, rendering micro/nanotechnologies an exciting play-
ground where well-established borders between distinct fields become fuzzy.

As nanotechnology research has boomed over the last few decades,
researchers have developed a rich variety of top-down and bottom-up nanofabri-
cation approaches with the goal of increasing control over matter at the nano-
scale. Bottom-up nanotechnology relies on the utilization of the fundamental
interactions between particles. Whether they are atoms deposited on a surface,
nucleation of a crystallite from a solution to form a particular shape, or colloidal
particles interacting in a suspension to form assemblies, the mode of control is
usually indirect. Therefore, results depend on a firm understanding of the inter-
play between chemical, electrostatic, and electromagnetic interactions between
the particles. On the other hand, top-down approaches to nanotechnology
allow more direct control over the fabrication of the desired structure. These
are usually lithography-based approaches, borrowed from the electronics indus-
try where they have been the workhorse behind the success of the famous
Moore’s law.1

In many lithography techniques, the basic idea is to transfer a design pattern
first onto a resist layer coated on a substrate and then use various chemical devel-
opment, deposition, and etching steps to make that pattern permanent on the sub-
strate. These techniques inherently require many process steps, depending on the
complexity of the pattern. Here, a significant advantage appears in the case of
the direct-write maskless ion beam lithography (IBL), as it requires neither a resist
nor a mask. Focused ion beam (FIB)-based IBL is a single-step, direct-write
method for permanently etching intricate patterns on a surface.

Since their emergence as mask repair and circuit editing tools,2,3 FIB instru-
ments have been developed to be full-fledged nanofabrication, microscopy, and
analytic tools on their own right. Today, they are used not only for prototyping
of micro/nanostructures, but also for characterization of materials and devices in
combination with an electron column providing all the functionalities of a con-
ventional scanning electron microscope (SEM) and beyond. By following a slice
and image approach, FIB cross-sectioning extends the classical capabilities of
SEM such as energy dispersive x-ray analysis or electron backscatter diffraction
to three dimensions.4 This dual role of the FIBs has led them to become a
standard instrument in many research labs around the world working in diverse
fields.
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One such field is optics and photonics, where FIBs are used for prototyping.
An FIB is ideally suited for this task with its versatile site-selective surface modi-
fication capabilities. These include (but are not limited to) sputtering and
enhanced etching, additive manufacturing at the nanoscale via both electron-
and ion-beam-induced depositions, and the ability to write on delicate materials
such as free-standing membranes and complex and otherwise inaccessible geo-
metries such as 3-D substrates and fiber tips.

This Spotlight is intended as an introduction for elementary FIB users who
are beginning to dive into the immense micro/nanofabrication possibilities offered
by these fantastic instruments. This tutorial is a short and accessible overview of
the possibilities offered by the modern FIB/SEM tools for photonic device
prototyping.

1.1 FIB source and column overview

Out of several types of ion sources, liquid metal ion sources (LMIS) are the most
popular type of source of FIBs today. Initially, LMIS were considered for space
propulsion systems.2,5,6 Then it became apparent that they might have applications
as sources of FIBs due to their superior emission properties.2 They provide high
ion currents with a small enough source size, resulting in a reasonable brightness
and focal spots well below 100 nm.2

LMIS utilize a low-temperature melting point metal as the ion source. The
metal is heated above its melting temperature and forms a thin liquid film wetting
a tip, often made out of tungsten (Fig. 1). When a voltage of a few kilovolts is
applied to the extractor electrode, the liquid extends outward from the surface of
the tip, forming a very sharp cone (∼2- to 5-nm tip radius) due to the interaction
between electrostatic and surface tension forces. This type of cone formation in
reaction to electrostatic forces was first documented by Zeleny,7 but is named
after Taylor, who described it mathematically.8 The history of the Taylor cone
formation is very interesting and dates all the way back to the 1600s5 (see the

Figure 1 An illustration of a generic liquid metal field ionization source. A low-temperature-
melting-point metal forms a liquid thin film on a tungsten tip. A very sharp cone forms as
electrostatic and surface tensions forces come to an equilibrium and ions are emitted from
the tip of the Taylor cone.
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